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Chapter 2  Nominal Case Marking System 

 

Like most Formosan languages, nouns in Tona Rukai are usually preceded by 

formatives named case markers by many Formosan linguists such as Li (1997b), 

Huang et al. (1998), and Zeitoun (1997a).  These formatives are called “relation 

markers” by Tsuchida (1976), “construction markers” by Ferrell (1979) and 

“determiners” by Starosta (1988).  This study adopts the term “case markers” 

because these formatives function as the morphosyntactic device to designate the 

case/grammatical roles of noun phrases in sentences.  Case markers generally fulfill 

two functions: (i) they provide information regarding the semantic properties of nouns, 

and (ii) they indicate the syntactic roles of the nouns/noun phrases they precede.  

This chapter will discuss these two aspects as well as related phenomena observed in 

discourse. 

 

2.1 Previous Studies 

Previous studies on case markers of Tona Rukai can be found in Zeitoun (1995, 

2003), Li (1997a, 1997b) and Huang et al. (1998).  These analyses are summarized 

in Table 2.1.  For detailed case marker classification, please refer to Appendix A. 
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Table 2.1 Previous analyses of the case marking in Tona Rukai 

Study 

Criterion 

Zeitoun 

(1995) 

Li 

(1997a) 

Li 

(1997b) 

Huang et al. 

(1998) 

Zeitoun 

(2003) 

Nom vs. Acc/Obl      

Personal/Proper vs. 

Non-personal/Common 
     

Dist vs. Prox 

(common nouns only) 
     

Case distinction for 

common nouns 
     

 

As can be seen in Table 2.1, these five studies report nominative vs. accusative/ 

oblique and personal/proper vs. non-personal/common distinctions, observations also 

confirmed in the present study.  The major difference lies in the analysis of the case 

markers preceding common nouns.  First, Huang et al. (1998) differentiate common 

nouns in terms of proximity while the other four studies do not report such a 

distinction.  Second, case distinction for common nouns is reported in Zeitoun (1995) 

and Li (1997a, 1997b) but not in Huang et al. (1998) or Zeitoun (2003).  In details, 

the two case markers ko and na are analyzed as nominative and accusative/oblique 

respectively in Li (1997a, 1997b), while Huang et al. (1998) consider that they exhibit 

a distal-proximal distinction in terms of a spatial and temporal recent-remote contrast.  

In Zeitoun (1995), ko designates oblique nouns but it is excluded from the case 

markers in Zeitoun (2003).  However, none of these analyses satisfactorily explain 

the data examined in the present study.  These analyses will be discussed 

respectively in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4 in relation to the discussion of the syntactic 
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roles encoded by case markers on the one hand and the distinction between ko and na 

on the other. 

It has been argued in the previous studies that ki and -an mark both personal 

names and kinship terms, an observation also confirmed in the present study.  Yet, ki 

and -an are found not to be limited to these two kinds of nouns.  Other human 

nouns are also possible, which will be discussed in Section 2.7 on the overlapped use 

of the case markers for personal nouns and common nouns.  In addition, the 

following two observations in Li (1997a) are not completely confirmed by those 

found in the corpus examined.  First, all the case markers are mostly optional except 

for those marking personal names, ki and -an.  Second, ko can not be deleted in two 

circumstances: (i) when the nouns it precedes are topicalized, (ii) when the subject 

agrees with the predicate. (Li 1997a, 1997b)  These two statements will be discussed 

in Section 2.5 on the obligatority of the case markers. 

 

2.2 Sets of Case Markers in Tona Rukai 

Unlike some other Formosan languages which have a large set of case markers 

such as Saisiyat (7 sets), Tona Rukai has only three sets as listed in Table 2.2. 

 
 Table 2.2 Case markers of Tona Rukai 

                    Case 
Nouns 

Nominative Genitive Oblique 

Personal proper ki Ø…-an 

Anaphoric  ko 
Common 

Non-anaphoric na 

 

In the data examined, nouns are usually preceded by ki, ko, na or suffixed with 

-an.  As found in previous studies (Zeitoun 1995, 2003, Li 1997a, 1997b, Huang et 

al. 1998), the case markers have a nominative-oblique distinction regarding the 
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syntactic roles of their head nouns and a semantic personal-common distinction 

commonly found in other Formosan languages10.  In Tona Rukai, personal proper 

nouns include personal names and kinship terms.  Common nouns are the nouns 

other than personal proper nouns defined above, including human or non-human, 

animate or inanimate nouns.  The current study concludes that the case marking 

system in Tona tends to agree more with that reported in Huang et al. (1998) except 

for the distinction between ko and na and an additional label for the genitive case.  

The following section will illustrate the canonical semantic properties and syntactic 

roles designated by the case markers in Tona Rukai and provide comparison with 

previous analyses. 

 

2.3 Canonical Semantic Properties and Syntactic Roles Designated by Case 

Markers 

It has been observed that nouns in Tona Rukai are marked by case markers 

except for location names and temporal terms as shown in (1a-c).   

 
(1)a. w-a-kan             kak    na   doo         Ø/*na/*ko     
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat  1S.Nom  Obl  cooked food   Ø/*Obl/*Obl   
    daan 
    house] 

‘I ate at home.’ 
  
  b. amwa      kak    Ø/*na/*ko    taipak 
    [Dyn.Fin:go 1S.Nom  Ø/*Obl/*Obl  Taipei] 
    ‘I went to Taipei.’ 
                                                     

c. no-wa           m11-kak    ao-ai-ai      Ø/*na/*ko     
    [will-Dyn.NFin:go will-1S.Nom  look for-Red-trap  Ø/*Obl/*Obl   
     

                                                 
10 These distinctions are not found in Tsou, Wulai Atayal and Isbukun Bunun (Huang et al. 1998). 
11 m- is a variant of mi-, a future marker attached to subject pronouns (cf. Example [1b] in Chapter 
One). 
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nosia12 
tomorrow] 

    ‘I’ll go to check the traps tomorrow.’  
 

This section will illustrate the semantic properties and syntactic roles designated 

by case markers in Tona, including those reported in previous studies (Li 1997a, 

1997b, Huang et al. 1998).  Additional findings will be discussed as well. 

 

2.3.1  Semantic Properties 

Two sets of case markers classify nouns into two major types: personal proper 

nouns and common nouns.  It is clearly noted that while ki and -an designate 

personal proper nouns, ko and na designate common nouns.  The following will 

illustrate this semantic distinction with examples. 

The markers ki and -an appear before/after personal proper nouns, including 

personal names and kinship terms.  Such kinship terms found in the corpus include 

titina ‘mother, aunt, middle-aged woman’, tatava ‘father, uncle, middle-aged man’, 

kaka ‘elder sibling’, gili ‘younger sibling’, takaoo ‘grandmother, old woman’, taomo 

‘grandfather, old man’, agan ‘grandchild’, and tali ‘relative’.  As shown in (2a), ki 

precedes a personal name takanaw and in (2b) a kinship term titina ‘mother’.  

Similarly, -an is attached to a personal name ipolo in (3a) and a kinship term titina 

‘mother’ in (3b).  Also in (3a), the last vowel of the head noun undergoes deletion 

when followed by -an; that is, ipolo + -an > ipolan.  

 
(2)a. w-a-biciiciii               ki    takanaw  
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-Red:listen  Nom  Takanaw] 

‘Takanaw is obedient.’                    (Tona Dictionary, <biciii>, p.11) 
 
 
 

                                                 
12 Temporal terms are prefixed with ko- ‘past’ or no- ‘future’. 
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  b. w-a-aba                       ki     titina             na    
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-carry (on back)  Nom  middle-aged woman Obl  

valavalak 
child] 
‘The mother carries a child on her back.’        (Tona Dictionary, <aba>, p.1) 

 
(3)a. w-a-sititi              ki   takanaw   ipol-an 
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  Nom Takanaw   Ipolo-Obl]  

‘Takanaw is beating/beat Ipolo.’             (Tona Dictionary, < sititi>, p73) 
 

  b. pa-lapo              ki   tatava  titin-an    na   taokoko 
[Caus-Dyn.NFin:raise  Nom father  mother-Obl  Obl  chicken] 
‘Father had Mother raise chicken.’     (Tona Dictionary, <lapo13>, p.4, revised) 
 

In the data examined, there exists -a, a shortened form of -an.  However, it 

should be noted that the variant -a is restricted to the kinship term gili ‘younger 

sibling’.  An analogical form to the other personal proper nouns, *gilian, is not 

acceptable as shown in (4a).  The study also shows that –a can not be attached to 

other kinship terms such as *takaoo-a/ *takao-a ‘grandmother’, *titi-a/ *titina-a 

‘mother’ and *agan-a/ *agan-a ‘grandchild’.  However, the oblique morph of 

plural gili, lagili, should be formed by attaching -an, not –a as in (4b). 

 
(4)a. …. ko-cl           gili-a/*gili-an 
    [  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:see younger sibling-Obl ] 
    ‘…I want to see (my) younger sister.’                 (Tona Texts, 07-015-a) 
      
  b. ko-cl             *la-gili-a/ la-gili-an 
    [1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:see  plur-younger sibling-Obl ] 
    ‘I want to see (my) younger sisters/brothers.’ 
 

One possible explanation may hold that gilia has become a shortened form of gilian 

and has been fossilized as a result of frequent use.  It would be logical that the other 

                                                 
13 In the Tona Dictionary, this entry is originally written as alapo but in the present analysis, the verb 
root is regarded as lapo. 
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kinship terms, such as titina, tatava and kaka, do not develop such a shortened form 

because their final vowel a followed by -a ‘Obl’ results in a lengthened vowel aa but 

lengthened vowels in Tona Rukai are not phonemic.  It would be difficult to 

differentiate their nominative forms from their oblique forms merely by vowel 

lengthening. 

Let this study show that the markers ko and na precede common nouns, which 

may be human or non-human, animate or inanimate.  For example, they precede 

human nouns in (5a-b), animals in (6a-b), plants in (6c-d), inanimate nouns in (7a-b) 

and also body parts in (8a-b). 

 
(5)a. la   oao               maoyaya     ko   kaol-ini          

[then Dyn.NFin:draw water Dyn.Subj:in turn Nom commoner-3S.Gen  
ko    lali-li-(i)ni                koay  maaka-aba-aba-aba-a 
Nom  female friend-Red-3S.Gen    that    all-Red-Red-young man-Sup ] 
‘His servants14, her female friends and all the young men went to draw water in  
turn.’                                          (Tona Texts, 04-015-d) 
 

  b. a-no         mwa-iso          la   aokay        mosoa  
[Top-when.Fut Dyn.Subj:go-2S.Gen then Dyn.NFin:come 2S.Obl  
na   baa  avaia mosoa  ka … 
Nom enemy toward 2S.Obl  Top ] 
‘When you go (to the mountains) and enemies come toward you, …’  
                                        (Tona Texts, 05-023-a, revised) 
 

(6)a. … wamc       ko  ma-(i)a      ko   livas-ia, … 
[ Dyn.Subj:bring Obl  horse-3S.Gen  Obl   knife-3S.Gen ] 
‘…and (they) brought their horses, their knives, …’     (Tona Texts, 11-007-c) 
 

  b. … la   (a)a         na  kaa ai-osa 
[ then Dyn.NFin:catch Obl fish    a number of-two] 
‘…then (he) caught two fish.’                       (Tona Texts, 01-001-b) 
 

  c. … ko       ma()a       ko   boai-(i)ni        ka… 
[  when.Past Dyn.Subj:take Obl  sweet potato-3S.Gen Top] 

                                                 
14 In the Rukai society, commoners work for the chief as his servants or subordinates. 
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‘…when she got her sweet potatoes…’               (Tona Texts, 05-009-a) 
 

  d. no       lwap-ini               na   boai,     na  tai, na   
[when.Fut Dyn.Subj:separate-3S.Gen Obl  sweet potato Obl taro Obl 
bc … 
millet] 
‘When they separated sweet potatoes, taros and millet, …’(Tona Texts, 03-005-g) 

 
(7)a. … asaobo-a   komo  wamc       kwa-imo,  adm-imo,  

[  gather-Imp  2P.Nom Dyn.Subj:bring gun-2P.Gen  weapon-2P.Gen  
ko   livas-imo 
Obl  knife-2P.Gen ] 
‘…Gather and bring your guns, your weapons and your knives.’  

                                                   (Tona Texts, 11-007-a) 
 

b. maadaa   na  taiman 
    [Stat.Fin:long  Nom sleeve] 

‘The sleeves are long.’                      (Tona Dictionary, <aima>, p.3) 
 

(8)a. … la   l            imiimi       mwa       pa-owa  
[  then Dyn.NFin:hold back Dyn.Subj:hesitate Dyn.Subj:go Caus-Dyn.NFin:go 
booboo     ko  ao-ini 
Dyn.Subj:bump Obl head-3S.Gen ] 
‘…then he held back, hesitating to bump his head (against the wall).’ 
                                              (Tona Texts, 10-010-c) 
 

  b. … “ko-wa             togotogo        na   ao-ili” 
[ 1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:go Dyn.Subj:bump  Obl  head-1S.Gen ]  
‘… “I am going to bump my head (against the wall).”’   (Tona Texts, 10-013-h) 

 

2.3.2 Syntactic Roles 

As shown in Table 2.2, case markers in Tona (Rukai) can be differentiated in 

terms of case: nominative, genitive and oblique.  The nominative case designates the 

subjects in sentences.  The genitive case denotes the possessors in possessive noun 

phrases.  Yet, it shares the identical forms with the nominative case.  In order to 

avoid mistaking a possessor modifier for the subject, the genitive case is thus 
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specified in glosses.  Last, the oblique case designates various non-subject roles 

including non-core arguments.  The following sub-sections will provide a detailed 

illustration. 

 

2.3.2.1  ki and -an 

Regarding the syntactic roles, the nouns preceded by ki serve as the subjects in 

sentences.  They designate prototypical agents in transitive sentences as in (9a), a 

near prototypical agent in intransitive sentences as in (9b).  Because ki designates the 

subjects, it is analyzed as the nominative case marker.  In terms of semantic roles 

that a subject may play besides the agent, the head nouns may also serve an 

experiencer as in (9c).  In (9d), the noun phrase still plays the agent role but it is 

extracted to the pre-verbal position as the topic.  In a passive sentence, where the 

patient is promoted to the subject status, the noun preceded by ki can serve the 

semantic role of patient as in (9e). 

 
(9)a. w-a-sititi              ki     takanaw  ipol-an 
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  Nom   Takanaw  Ipolo-Obl]  

‘Takanaw is beating/beat Ipolo.’             (Tona Dictionary, < sititi>, p73) 
 
  b. …w-a-tobi           ki  gili… 
    [ Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-cry Nom younger sibling ] 

‘…The younger sister/brother is crying…’            (Tona Texts, 05-006-d) 
 

  c. … macam ki   gili… 
[  Stat.Fin:ill Nom younger sibling ] 
‘…The younger sister/brother is ill, …’               (Tona Texts, 07-012-c) 
 

  d. a-ki      isay   ka   (a)m-wa   taomoma  akamolo…   
[Top-Nom Isay    Top  Dyn.Fin-go field      Dyn.Subj:work] 
‘Isai went to the field to work.’                      (Tona Texts, 02-002-a) 
 

  e. ky-a-omomo           ki    ipolo  takanav-an 
[Pass-Real-Dyn.NFin:kiss Nom  Ipolo  Takanaw-Obl ] 
‘Ipolo was kissed by Takanaw.’   (Tona Dictionary, < omoomo>, p.52, revised) 
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The nouns attached with -an serve non-subject roles in sentences.  In (10a), 

the noun with -an manifests a prototypical patient of a transitive verb, the direct 

object.  In (10b), its head nouns serve as the destination in the former and the causee 

in the latter.  In (10c), the head noun serves as a beneficiary.  

 
(10)a. ti-a-koac       ki   takanaw  ipol-an 
     [make-Real-bad  Nom Takanaw  Ipolo-Obl]  

‘Takanaw hurt Ipolo.’             (Tona Dictionary, < koac>, p37, revised) 
 

   b. so  aa-a                mwa        dwavac-            
[just Dyn.NFin:take-already  Dyn.Subj:go  Dyn.Subj:leave-Emph   
mwa       naoay  takao-an-         pp  mwa 
Dyn.Subj:go that     old woman-Obl-Emph  Pepe  Dyn.Subj:go 
pa-c           takao-an      nii 
Caus-Dyn.NFin:hold  old woman-Obl  Excl] 
‘So she took (her child) and went to the old woman Pepe to let her hold (her 
child) (ie. take care of her child).’            (Tona Texts, 04-004-e, revised) 

 
  c. …la   po-kia             ki    titi      namia15   tatav-an    

[ then  Caus:to-cooked food  Nom  mother  1PE.Obl  father-Obl   
namia… 
1PE.Obl ] 
‘… then my mother prepared cooked food for my father…’ 

(Tona Texts, 04-013-b, revised) 
 

In a language with more sets of case markers such as Mayrinax Atayal (Huang et al. 

1998), the case roles of the nouns discussed in (10a-c) can be manifested by different 

case markers: accusative in (10a), locative and accusative in (10b), and beneficiary in 

(10c).  However, these non-subject roles are designated by the same case marker 

-an in Tona Rukai.  The study conclusively shows that -an can designate more 

                                                 
15 ki titi namia means ‘our/my mother’.  The possessive relationship in kinship is coded by oblique 
pronouns in Tona (Rukai) as well as in Maga (Rukai).  This issue will be discussed in Chapter 3 in 
relation to the study of Tona pronominal system. 
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than one semantic role16.  In describing Formosan languages, the term “oblique” is 

usually adopted to show this syntactic feature as in Huang et al. (1998) and Zeitoun 

(2000a, 2000d).  Therefore, -an is labeled as “oblique”.  Semantically, the noun 

with -an can also serve the agent role when the agent is demoted in a passive 

sentence as in (9e) above.  In addition, -an is an enclitic.  The stress of its host 

does not shift such as takanaw > takanav-an, where stress falls on the vowel in 

boldface. 

 

2.3.2.2  ko and na 

Regarding the syntactic roles designated by ko and na, Li (1997a, 1997b) 

categorizes ko as the nominative case and na as the accusative/oblique case as shown 

in (11a-b). 

 
(11)a. w-a-salaaa           na  valavalak ko   ao 

[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase Obl child      Nom dog] 
‘The dog chased the child.’ 
 

   b. w-a-salaaa           ko   valavalak  na  ao 
[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase Nom child       Obl dog] 

‘The child chased the dog.’ 
 

The nouns preceded by ko in both (11a) and (11b) serve as agents in active sentences; 

they are subjects and thus are marked by the nominative case.  Those preceded by na 

serve as patients; as objects, they are marked by the oblique case. 

However, it should be noted that opposite syntactic functions can be found in the 

texts such as those provided in Li (1997a) and Tona Texts.  First, consider (12a-b) 

from the long texts provided in Li (1997a). 

                                                 
16 However, in the corpus there are no instances where more than one noun marked by -an in the 
same clause except for coordinated NPs.  
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(12)a. i-oa            pakiciban   ko   valak-ia 
     [Neg-Dyn.NFin:go take care of  Obl  child-3S.Gen] 
     ‘(She) didn’t go to take care of her child.’                 (Li 1997a, p.155) 
     
   b. patiamodo  la    ya17          mitia    aicoolo  na   baa 
     [die       then  Dyn.NFin:so  1PI.Obl  all         Nom  enemy] 
     ‘Enemies would kill all of us.’                          (Li 1997a, p.158) 
 

As can be seen in the active sentences above, ko can precede a patient noun, 

designating the oblique case in (12a) and na can precede an agent, designating the 

nominative case in (12b), which deviates from Li’s analyses. 

Moreover, Tona Texts and Tona Dictionary provide more examples to show that 

ko and na can designate both subject and non-subject roles in sentences, which is 

indicated in Huang et al. (1998).  Consider the following examples.  

 
(13)a. w-a-icibi              na   boai       na    maoa 

 [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-bake  Obl  sweet potato  Nom  old man] 
 ‘The old man is baking/baked sweet potatoes.’ (Tona Dictionary, <icibi>, p.27) 
 

   b. la   aokay        asaobo         ko    maaka-kwapii-a, … 
     [then Dyn.NFin:come Dyn.Subj:gather  Nom  all-soldier-Sup] 

 ‘All the soldiers came and assembled…’             (Tona Texts, 11-007-c) 
 

   b’. … tobii        na    akoadavan   masal 
 [  Dyn.Subj:cry  Nom  people of Tona  Stat.Subj:all ] 
 ‘ … all the people of Tona (said) crying.’             (Tona Texts, 01-003-a) 

 
   c. la   ko    saka-too      ka   la   cl-la          ki    

 [then Nom  ordinal-three  Top  then  Dyn.NFin:see-still  Nom 
 soa-ni            “tiican-la  kini”… 
 companion-3S.Gen  small-still   that] 
‘The third saw (this stone) and this friend of his (thought) “That is still too 
small”…’                               (Tona Texts, 12-009-a, revised) 
 

  c’. a-na     ao  ka   w-a-salaaa          na  valavalak 
    [Top-Nom dog  Top  Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase Obl child] 
    ‘Dogs would chase children.’ 
                                                 
17 la ya is recorded as laiya in Li (1997a). 
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Examples (13a-c’) show that the nouns preceded by ko and na are the subjects in the 

sentences.  In (13a), the second noun preceded by na is the agent of the transitive 

verb.  The nouns in (13b-b’) are the agents of the intransitive verbs.  The ones in 

(13c-c’) serve as the topics, which are also the experiencer of the sensation verb in 

(13c) and the agent of the motion verb in (13c’).  Since they are prototypical agents 

or topics in active sentences, they are treated as the subject and thus in the nominative 

case. 

On the other hand, examples (14a-c’) show that nouns preceded by ko and na can 

also serve non-subject roles. 

 
(14)a. la    mamac    ko  baa-ini       ki   gili            
     [then  Dyn.NFin:press  Obl  belly-3S.Gen  Gen  younger sibling   

nian… 
3S.Obl] 

     ‘Then (he) pressed his sister’s belly.’                (Tona Texts, 05-015-b) 
 
   a’. w-a-lapo              kak    na   taokoko 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-raise  1S.Nom  Obl  chicken] 
     ‘I raise chicken.’                         (Tona Dictionary, <lapo18>, p.4) 
 
   b. … a-no        mwa-imo-a             ko   
     [  Top-when.Fut Dyn.Subj:go-2P.Gen-already Obl  

ta-iyobo-an                    ka   no-cl       mo-komo  
LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:gather-LocNmz  Top  will-Dyn.NFin:see will-2P.Nom 
ta-inono-an-ini                    ki  tatava … 
LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:sit-LocNmz-3S.Gen Gen father] 
‘… when you go to the resting area, you will see (your) father’s seat…’ 

(Tona Texts, 04-010-c) 
 
   b’. la   wa         motokoso       na   taanan 
     [then Dyn.NFin:go Dyn.Subj:reach  Obl   stream] 
     ‘Then, they reached a stream.’                     (Tona Texts, 11-011-c) 
 

 

                                                 
18 Please refer to Footnote 4 on Page 21. 
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c. si   la    i-kay-a      na    ng  i-pa-owa           
     [and then  at-this-already  Nom  stone   at-Caus-Dyn.NFin:go  

bk         na   toan 
Dyn.Subj:tie up  Obl  red cloth ] 

     ‘And then there was a stone tied up with a red cloth.’ 
(Tona Texts, 03-003-d, revised) 

 
   c’. i-igoo            kak   apo-baka      ko   
     [Neg-Dyn.NFin:know 1S.Nom come out-word  Obl   
     sa-akolo-ili 

InstrNmz-frighten-1S.Gen] 
     ‘I don’t know how to speak because of fear.’  
 

In (14a) and (14a’), the head nouns are the patients of the transitive verbs and thus 

serve as objects.  In (14b) and (14b’), the head nouns serve as a destination/location.  

In (14c), the head noun serves as an instrument.  In (14c’), the head noun indicates a 

cause/reason with an instrument nominalization prefix sa- in the non-argument 

position.  These non-agent nouns are marked by the same case markers, so they are 

treated as oblique.  From examples in (13a-c’) and (14a-c’), nouns preceded by ko 

and na appear in both argument and non-argument positions and are marked either in 

the nominative or in the oblique cases.  In reviewing these examples, it can be 

observed that there is a case neutralization in common nouns, i.e. ko and na can both 

designate nominative and oblique cases. 

 

2.3.2.3  Genitive Case 

The case markers before possessor noun phrases are in the same form as 

nominative case markers.  The genitive case is specified in case a possessor should 

be mistaken for a subject.  In the (few) Formosan languages which lack a distinct set 

of genitive case markers, other case markers may be used to designate a possessor 

noun phrase.  In Tsou (Zeitoun 2000e) and Puyuma (Tan 1997), for example, oblique 

case markers are used to express the possessor.  Like Maga Rukai, the same forms as 
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nominative case markers can denote possessor noun phrases in Tona Rukai.  

Examples (15a-c) illustrate how the possessors are expressed by lexical noun phrases. 

 
(15) a. a-ko         maa-a            koay saobilan-ini   ki  
     [Top-when.Past Dyn.Subj:take-3S.Gen that   bag-3S.Gen  Gen 
     gili            ian,… 
     younger  sibling 3S.Obl ] 
     ‘When he took the bag of his younger sister, …’ (Tona Texts, 05-013-c, revised) 
 
   b. ao-ini     na  asa-alo-alop-an 

     [dog-3S.Gen Gen AgtNmz-Red-Dyn.NFin:hunt-AgtNmz] 
     ‘the dog of a hunter’ 
 
   c. la   wa           koay  tialaan        taaan-ini     ko   acilay 
     [then Dyn.NFin:go  that    source of water  source-3S.Gen  Gen  water] 
     ‘Then (she) went to that source of the water.’         (Tona Texts, 04-016-d) 
 

As shown above, the possessive noun phrases in Tona are composed of a possessed 

noun suffixed with a genitive pronoun and followed by the possessor.  As far as 

word order is concerned, the head noun (possessed) always precedes the modifier 

(possessor) as reported in Zeitoun (2003).  The case markers preceding the 

possessors are the same as those in the nominative case, which are ki, ko and na.  As 

shown above, the genitive case is marked both on the head (possessed) by the genitive 

pronoun and the dependent (possessor) by the case marker.  As mentioned in Zeitoun 

(1995), the possessive constructions in Tona Rukai exhibit “double marking”, i.e. “the 

formal marking of both head and dependent” (Nichols 1986:65).  Besides, the 

following examples illustrate another kind of double marking. 

 
(16)a. … no-doo           mi-kinam     aopalay    mwa  
     [  will-Dyn.NFin:can  will-1PE.Nom  Dyn.Subj:fly  Dyn.Subj:go  

ta-aav-an                       kwan        
LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:chase birds-LocNmz Dyn.Subj:eat   
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ko   ico-i              ki   titina… 
Obl  sweet potato skin-of  Gen  middle-aged woman] 
‘… We will fly to the place where birds are chased and eat Mother’s sweet 
potato skin…’                                  (Tona Texts, 05-013-d) 
 

   b. si   la    aopalay  mwa         
     [and then  fly        Dyn.Subj:go     
     ko   ta-ow-an-i                      ki    gili           ian… 

Obl  LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:go-LocNmz-of  Gen  younger sibling  3S.Obl] 
‘Then he flew to the place where his sister was standing…’ 

(Tona Texts, 05-014-e) 
 

   c. …no-doo           mo-koso     maa         siii                 
     [ will-Dyn.NFin:can  will-2S.Nom  Dyn.Subj:take Dyn.Subj:take as wife   
     nakay valak-i   (laopa)  ki   osama… 

this   child-of   boss     Gen  king] 
‘… you will be able to marry the king’s child (princess)…’ 

(Tona Texts, 08-016-e) 
 

As can be seen in (16a-c), the morpheme -i ‘of’ is suffixed to the possessed noun 

instead of a genitive pronoun.  However, the consultant, Ms. Tian, prefers to change 

-i into the third person singular genitive pronoun -ini.  It is suspected that -i is a 

shortened form of -ini. 

Although double marking is used most frequently, another device can be found 

in several sentences as follows. 

 
(17)a. a-koay   aac-ini      Ø  valak-ini    ka   tanobak 
     [Top-that  name-3S.Gen Ø  child-3S.Gen Top  Tanobake] 
     ‘The name of his child is Tanobake.’                (Tona Texts, 03-002-c) 
 
   b. la   aa          maamaa      ko   lali-a                 
     [then Dyn.NFin:take Dyn.Subj:greet Obl  female friend-3S.Gen   

Ø valak-ia     pa-aas                  ko   kia-ini 
Ø child-3S.Gen  Caus-Dyn.NFin:hold in hands  Obl  cooked food-3S.Gen] 

     ‘Then she went to call for her child’s friends and told them to bring their lunch.’ 
                                                  (Tona Texts, 04-010-a) 
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The case markers before the possessor in (17a-b) are omitted, which shows the 

optionality of the case markers before common nouns19.  This usage exhibits mere 

head marking.  As can be seen from the examples above, the possessive relation in 

Tona Rukai is designated mainly with double marking.  The occasional application 

of head marking may signal a beginning of loosening strict double marking. 

 

2.4 Distinction between ko and na 

As shown above, ko and na do not make a distinction in the case of their head 

nouns.  Huang et al. (1998) report that the distinction between ko and na lies in 

proximity.  However, the corpus examined does not show such a distinction 

consistently.  This section will discuss the examples and counterexamples regarding 

the proximity distinction reported in Huang et al. (1998) and propose a modified 

hypothesis on a anaphoric vs. non-anaphoric distinction.  While the use of ko 

indicates the efforts of the hearer to find reference in preceding discourse, na can be 

applied to a wider variety of nouns which are not anaphoric. 

 

2.4.1  Distal vs. Proximal in Huang et al. (1998) 

In Huang et al. (1998), the marker ko designates distal common nouns while na 

designates proximal ones.  This contrast refers to temporal distance as in (18a-b) and 

spatial distance as in (19a-b):  

 
(18)20a. w-a-stiti      ko   ao 
     [Act-Real-beat  Obl   dog] 
     ‘(He once) beat a dog.’ (a temporally remote event)  

(Huang et al. 1998:42, TR1b) 
 

                                                 
19 Please refer to Section 2.5 relating to the discussion of the (non-)optionality of case markers. 
20 The glosses and translation in examples (18a-b) and (19a-b) are based on Huang et al. (1998), not 
the current analysis yet.  
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   b. w-a-stiti       na   ao 
     [Act-Real-beat  Obl  dog] 
     ‘(He) is beating/beat a dog.’ (a temporally recent event)  
                                             (Huang et al. 1998:42, TR1a) 
 
(19)a. w-a-laai      kak    ko   daan 
     [Act-Real-buy  1S.Nom  Obl  house] 
     ‘I sold a house.’ (spatially away from the speaker) 

(Huang et al. 1998:43, TR2b) 
      
   b. w-a-laai      kak   na  daan 
     [Act-Real-buy  1S.Nom Obl house] 
     ‘I bought a house.’ (spatially close to the speaker) 

(Huang et al. 1998:42, TR2a) 
 

In (18a-b), although only na, not ko, can be used in an ongoing event (temporally 

proximal), both ko and na can be used in past events (temporally distal).  They are 

not used in complementary distribution.  The following example provides another 

temporally distal instance, expressing an experience in the past. 

 
(20) w-a-kan-a                 kak    na/*ko  avaa        koboan 

[Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat-already  1S.Nom  Obl    flying squirrel  before] 
‘I have already eaten flying squirrels before.’ 

 

Example (20) shows that na, not ko, is used in a temporally remote event, talking 

about an experience, which contradicts the proximity hypothesis in Huang et al. 

(1998). 

The second pair of the examples in Huang et al. (1998), that is (19a-b), illustrates 

a spatial proximity distinction, which shows ko designates spatially remote entity as in 

(19a) and na designates those spatially close to the speaker as in (19b).  However, 

there are sentences where this criterion of spatial proximity is difficult to apply as in 

(21a-b). 
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(21)a. pa-molisi          kak   valak-an  ko   payso 
     [Caus-Dyn.NFin:lose 1S.Nom child-Obl  Obl  money]  
     ‘I had my child lose money.’              (Tona Dictionary, <molisi>, p.48) 
 
   b. w-a-molisi            kak    na   saosi 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-lose  1S.Nom  Obl  key]  
     ‘I lost my key.’                         (Tona Dictionary, <molisi>, p.48) 
 

When something is lost, its spatial distance is difficult to tell.  Since both of the NPs 

in (21a-b) serve as the object of the verb molisi ‘lose something’ and in the same past 

time frame, the criterion to decide the use of na or ko can not be temporal or spatial 

proximity.  There must be some other criterion functioning to differentiate these two 

markers. 

Moreover, consider the following examples in terms of spatial distance: 

 
(22)a. mapas-a       ko/na  paosiam-ili   tabakaan 
     [Stat.Fin:ripe-already Nom   rice-1S.Gen  Tabakaane] 
     ‘My rice in Tabakaane is already ripe.’  

(tabakaan: place name, close to the Tona Village, visible) 
     
   b. mapas-a       ko/na  paosiam-ili   lomoso 
     [Stat.Fin:ripe-already Nom   rice-1S.Gen  Lomoso] 
     ‘My rice in Lomoso is already ripe.’ 

(lomoso: place name, away from the Tona Village, close to the Maolin Village) 
         
(23)a. maadavili   ko/na  taomoma-ini 
     [Stat.Fin:far   Nom   field-3S.Gen] 
     ‘His farm is far away.’ 
      
   b. maadadiali   ko/na    taomoma-ini 
     [Stat.Fin:near   Nom    field-3S.Gen] 
     ‘His farm is nearby.’ 
 

From (22a-b) and (23a-b) above, it is noted that both ko and na can be used to 

designate entities which are either nearby or remote.  The problem is that the 

consultants cannot tell the difference between the use of na and that of ko in these 
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sentences.  At least, these examples provide counterevidence against spatial distance 

as the criterion for a clear distinction between ko and na.   

It can be noted in the discussion above that either temporal or spatial proximity is 

actually not sufficient to account for the distribution of the case markers ko and na. 

 

2.4.2 Anaphoric vs. Non-anaphoric in the Current Study 

In the corpus examined, it was found that ko designates definite entities, which 

can be identified by the hearer from the previous linguistic or associative 

extra-linguistic contexts, whereas na designates a wider scope of entities including 

both indefinite (non-specific or specific) and definite ones which can be identified 

based on the semantic organization.  

First, na can designate specific but indefinite entities while ko designates definite 

ones.  Following Givon’s definition (1993:232), a referent (NP) is coded as definite 

if the speaker assumes that the referent is mentally accessible or identifiable to the 

hearer.  Otherwise, it is coded as indefinite.  There are three sources of definiteness: 

(1) the culturally-shared universe, (2) the shared current discourse (anaphoric), and (3) 

the shared current speech situation (deictic).  The contrast between locative and 

existential constructions and discoursal distribution can account for such distinction 

between ko and na in terms of the first two sources of definiteness.  

The first piece of evidence comes from the differences between existential and 

locative constructions.  As Clark (1978:91) reports, the main function of existential 

constructions is to introduce new information.  Therefore, such constructions usually 

contain indefinite nominals.  On the other hand, locative constructions are used to 

specify the location of the entity whose referent has already been identified, and thus 

definite nominals are contained in such constructions.  In this way, the contrast 

between existential constructions and locative constructions lies in the definiteness of 
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their participants.  Now, consider the following existential sentence (24a) and the 

locative one (24b). 

 
(24)a. y-a-kay     talam           na  blbl 
     [at-Real-this  bamboo-weaved dish Nom banana] 
     ‘There are bananas in the bamboo-weaved dish.’ 
 
   b. y-a-kay     talam             ko   blbl 
     [at-Real-this  bamboo-weaved dish  Nom  banana]  
     ‘The bananas are in the bamboo-weaved dish.’ 
 

As shown in (24a-b), these two constructions in Tona are similar in their structures 

just like other extant Formosan languages studied in Zeitoun et al. (1999).  They 

employ the same verb yakay21, which is called an ‘existential verb’.  The main 

difference lies in the use of different case markers, ko in the locative sentence while 

na in the existential one.  Since definiteness may distinguish locative constructions 

from existential ones and the main difference between sentences (24a-b) lies in the 

use of case markers, it suggests that these two case markers make a distinction in 

definiteness. 

Furthermore, the Tona Texts examined exhibits such definiteness distinction as 

well.  For example, na is usually used in existential sentences to introduce the main 

characters in the beginning of the stories, as exemplified in (25a-c) below.  

 
(25)a. la   i-kay  na    la-maa-tina 
     [then at-this  Nom  plur-Rec-middle-aged woman] 
     ‘Then there were a mother and her daughter.’         (Tona Texts, 07-002-b) 
 
   b. a-nakay   no      ti-maloloay    yan-ili    ka   y-a-kay   na  

                                                 
21 The word yakay can be analyzed as y-a-kay ‘at-Real-this’, according to Zeitoun et al. (1999).  
This paper takes the cognate verb yakai in Labuan Rukai for example: “i- is a locational prefix that 
transforms a noun into a verb”; “-a- is a temporal/aspectual infix indicating that an event is on-going or 
has already taken place at speech time”; “kai means ‘this’.” (Zeitoun et al. 1999:19)  The same 
analysis can be applied to yakay in Tona Rukai. 
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     [Top-this  when.Fut make-Red:story so-1S.Gen Top  at-Real-this Nom 
la-maa-taka         nii 
plur-Rec-elder sibling  Excl] 
‘The story that I am going to tell goes like this: there was a couple.’  

(Tona Texts, 05-001-a, revised) 
 
   c. y-a-kay    na  aba-aba    na   la-ma-osa-osay        nii 
     [at-Real-this Nom Red-young man Nom plur-Rec-Red-male friend  Excl] 
     ‘There were (three) young men, who were friends.’     (Tona Texts, 10-002-a) 
 

On the other hand, ko precedes reoccurring participants in discourse after their 

identities have been established.  See the following examples. 

 
(26)a. … la   tivalak   kia  pala-ini     na  abayan… 
     [  then give birth  that   spouse-3S.Gen Obl female ] 
     ‘…then his wife gave birth to a girl… ’              (Tona Texts, 04-004-c) 
 
   b. la   c-cl        ian   ko   valak-ini     koay 
     [then Dyn.NFin:Red-see 3S.Obl  Obl  child-3S.Gen  that 
     wa-kaagii         ka vala-valak… 
     so-Stat.NFin:beautiful Lig Red-child ] 
     ‘Then she saw her child, who is a very beautiful and good child…’ 

      (Tona Texts, 04-004-d, revised) 
   
 c. … la   opipipi-i                 tako-opipipi-i 
     [  then Dyn.NFin:tidy up:Red-Emph  while-tidy up:Red-Emph    
     pakim        koay valak-ia 
     Caus:Dyn.NFin:think that    child-3S.Gen ] 
     ‘And as she was tidying up (her stuff), she was thinking about her child.’ 
                                                  (Tona Texts, 04-007-d) 
 
   d. la   davac        ki    mwakll    kb           valak-ini  
     [then Dyn.NFin:leave Nom  Mwakelele   Dyn.Subj:embrace child-3S.Gen  
     toobi       si... 
     Dyn.Subj:cry and ] 
     ‘And Mwakelele went to embrace his child, crying.’    (Tona Texts, 04-014-c) 
 

As shown in (26a-d) above, after the child participant is introduced with na in (26a), it 

is often preceded by ko as in (26b) or a demonstrative as in (26c) in the following 
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discourse.  Although it is unmarked sometimes as in (26d), it is never preceded by 

na again. 

In elicited sentences, we found similar anaphoric usage of ko.  Consider the 

following two examples. 

 
(27)a. w-a-kai-a                          kak    na   bc 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-scatter (seed)-already  1S.Nom  Obl  millet] 
     ‘I have already scattered millet.’ 
 
   b. w-a-kai-a                         kak   ko   bc 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-scatter (seed)-already 1S.Nom Obl  millet] 
     ‘I have already scattered the millet.’ (Serve as the answer to ‘Where is the millet 

which was put here earlier?’) 
 

Example (27a) describes an agricultural activity, planting millet; the object NP 

preceded by na here is interpreted as generic.  On the other hand, (27b) serves an 

answer to a ‘where’ question; the object NP preceded by ko refers to the entity 

inquired in the previous discourse.  Likewise, these two examples exhibit the 

indefinite usage of na and the anaphoric definite of ko. 

In the texts examined, although ko may precede the nouns which occur for the 

first time in some cases, their identities have been actually established in 

extralinguistic contexts or culturally-shared universe in Givon’s terms.  For example: 

 
(28)a. … la  cl        mwatainaav-an:   “am-wa-ia       ko/*na 
     [  then Dyn.NFin:see  Mwatainangeaw-Obl  Dyn.Fin-go-3S.Gen Nom  
     baa-iso?”… 
     belly-2S.Gen ] 
     ‘…and (he) looked at Mwatainangeaw and said: “Where has your belly gone? 
     (ie. Have you given birth already?)”’                (Tona Texts, 04-006-c) 
  

b. nilavaa ikai    ko/*na    to-taloo,    matiavi              
     [if      at:this   Nom     build-bridge   Dyn.Fin:beforehand  
     o-taloo      koay titi      nian   ko         
     remove-bridge  that   mother  3S.Obl  when.Past   
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     ab-ini              ian  ta-aav-an 
     Dyn.Subj:return-3S.Gen  3S.Obl LocNmz-Dyn.NFin:chase bird-LocNmz ] 
     ‘If only the ladder were still there.  That mother took the ladder away before 

she left the bird-chasing place.’              (Tona Texts, 05-013-a, revised) 
 

Before (28a) was stated in the story, Mwatainangeaw was pregnant.  When her 

husband asked her about her belly, which had not been mentioned in the preceding 

sentences, Mwatainangeaw, the hearer, knew its identity, which referred to the child 

she had given birth to.  In (28b), taloo ‘bridge/ladder’ was mentioned for the first 

time.  However, it refers to the ladder, a part of the place where birds are chased.  In 

Rukai culture, such a bird-chasing place is on the top of the hut in the field, and a 

ladder is a necessary part of this place.  In the previous discourse, the place for 

chasing birds was mentioned many times.  The ladder is thus identifiable for the 

hearer because it is a part of the definite place.  In such a case, substituting na will 

yield another meaning; that is, the speaker does not know a ladder is an accessory of a 

bird-chasing place.  The discussion above shows that ko precedes definite nouns 

whose identities are accessible from the previous discourse or related extra-linguistic 

contexts.  Therefore, this study analyzes ko as anaphoric definite while na, at this 

stage, designates indefinite entities. 

Second, let’s consider na designating non-specific entities.  See the following 

examples: 

 
(29)a. no       tivalak-iso      na/*ko   abayan  ka   la    
     [when.Fut give birth-2S.Gen Obl      female    Top  then    
     ba             koay talaaaman-ili… 
     Dyn.NFin:lie down that  totem pole-1S.Gen ] 
     ‘If you give birth to a girl, put down my totem pole.’   (Tona Texts, 04-003-e) 
     
   b. “w-a-oicibi-a                       ki    titina,  
     [ Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-separate stones-already Nom  mother  
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no-kan-a              mi-kita       na/*ko   doo”… 
     will-Dyn.NFin:eat-already  will-1PI.Nom  Obl     cooked food ] 
     ‘(They said,) “Mother has separated the stones, (taking out the baked sweet  

potatoes) and we are going to eat.”’                  (Tona Text, 05-010-a) 
 

In (29a), na abayan means ‘any girl’, not a boy, in this story.  Here, the noun 

preceded by na does not refer to any particular participant but a member of this genus.  

Similarly, in (29b) na doo is used many times in the story but it does not refer to any 

specific food but is a general term for meals as everyone knows.  In these cases, 

substituting ko will yield ungrammatical sentences. 

Third, besides indefinite nouns, na can designate definite entities, whose 

identities are so obvious that the hearer need not resort to the previous discourse.  

Consider the following examples. 

 
(30)a. ni-sapalaan-a     na   valak-ili   la  ya          kaki   mosoa 
     [Cntrfct-marry-already Nom child-1S.Gen then Dyn.NFin:so 1S.Nom 2S.Obl] 
     ‘(I mean) I will let (you) my child get married.’       (Tona Texts, 10-005-b) 
 
   b. …ko-wa     togotogo      na  ao-ili 

[1S.Nom-go Dyn.Subj:bump Obl  head-1S.Gen] 
      ‘…I am going to bump my head.’                  (Tona Texts, 10-013-h) 
 

Sentence (30a) was uttered by a father to his daughter.  The noun phrase na valakili 

‘my child’ refers to the addressee, who is right in front of the speaker.  In (30b), the 

NP na aoili ‘my head’ is a body part, which is certainly close to the speaker.  This 

usage of na agrees with Huang et al. (1998), in which na designates spatially proximal 

entities.  However, such nouns can be treated as “semantically definite” (Lobner 

1985), which will be discussed later. 

Fourth, na can designate the unique entities in the universe such as God in 

Christianity and celestial bodies.  See the following examples. 
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(31)a. la   c-cl-          na   pl kikay saakay-ni   kia  
     [then Dyn.NFin:Red-see-Emph Nom God   this  way-3S.Gen that  

saka-ba-an 
external-village-external] 

     ‘God watched the villagers’ way of doing.’     (Tona Texts, 11-004-a, revised)  
     
   b. aboal-a             na/?ko    kolii 
     [Dyn.Fin:come out-already Nom     sun] 
     ‘The sun has already come out.’  
 
In (31a), na pl ‘God’ refers to the god in Christianity, unique in the universe.  In 

the same story, pl ‘god’ was mentioned many times.  Whenever it was 

mentioned, it was preceded by na or a demonstrative, but not ko22.  In (31b), na 

kolii ‘the sun’ is a celestial body, which is unique and always definite according to 

one’s general knowledge of the world.  It is preceded by na.  Although ko is 

acceptable but rarely used.  There may exist some kind of context which allows such 

uniquely definite nouns to be preceded by anaphoric ko, but they are most often 

designated by na. 

However, there exists a troublesome instance where this definite usage of na is 

not completely excluded from anaphoric reference.  Consider the following 

examples. 

 
(32)a. a-nosia      ka  aokay-a         wamc      na   caacaa  
     [Top-tomorrow Top Dyn.Subj:come-Imp Dyn.Subj:bring Obl  black and white 

na   bk,… 
     Lig   pig] 
     ‘Tomorrow, come and bring a black flecked with white pig,…’ 

                        (Tona Texts, 01-003-c) 
 

   b. komiasian la   silap          na  bk akoadavan   la  
     [day after   then Dyn.NFin:look for Obl pig     people of Tona  then  

 

                                                 
22 Although the case marker before pl ‘god’ was sometimes omitted in the texts, na is still 
preferred when the sentences were rechecked with the consultants. 
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okono 
Dyn.NFin:find] 
‘The next day, the people of Tona went to look for a (white and black) pig and 
they found one.’                          (Tona Texts, 01-004-a, revised) 
 

   c. la   wa         wamc       na  bk na   caacaa    la      
     [then Dyn.NFin:go Dyn.Subj:bring Obl  pig    Lig  black and white then  

paowa           po-aii… 
Caus:Dyn.NFin:go Caus:to-inside] 
‘They brought a black flecked with white pig and made (it) enter (the hole)…’  

                     (Tona Texts, 01-004-b) 
 

The boldfaced noun phrases in (32a) have non-specific reading, referring to any 

member of this kind of pig.  The one in (32b) is specific but still indefinite.  

However, the NP in (32c) refers to the pig they found in the previous example (32b).  

It is still preceded by na although it refers to the entity mentioned in the previous 

discourse, designating an anaphoric usage.  Another possible explanation may be 

that the speaker still focuses on the membership of black-and-white pigs rather than 

any particular one.  In others words, the speaker chooses na to emphasize the generic 

reading since it is this kind of pig that matters in the story.  

We see that both ko and na can precede definite nouns.  The distinction between 

them in this aspect roughly corresponds to Lobner’s (1985) classification of definites: 

semantic and pragmatic definiteness.  In his theory, the referent of the semantic 

definite is “established independently of the immediate situation or context of 

utterance.” (Lobner 1985:298)  The nouns preceded by na exhibit such semantic 

definiteness when they are used as generic such as “food”, unique in the universe such 

as “the sun” or unique in the world shared by the speaker and the hearer such as “my 

child.”   On the other hand, “pragmatically definite NPs are essentially dependent on 

special situations and contexts for the non-ambiguity (and existence) of a referent,” 

including deictic, anaphoric, and cataphoric uses. (Lobner 1985:298)  The nouns 
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preceded by ko exhibits this pragmatical definiteness in the anaphoric use.  However, 

the associative anaphoric use, marked by ko in Tona Rukai, is classified as semantic 

definiteness by Lobner (1985:300-301).  Therefore, this theory cannot fully explain 

the distinction between ko and na, either. 

From the discussion above, although proximity distinction proposed in Huang et 

al. (1998) can be partially confirmed, it is still not sufficient to account for the whole 

picture of the usage of the case markers for common nouns, ko and na.  In order to 

provide a wider scope of generalization, this study proposes that the distinction 

between ko and na lies in the requirement of identifying efforts from the previous 

discourse or related extra-linguistic contexts.  While ko designates the anaphorically 

definite entities, na can designate more types of nouns including indefinite 

(non-specific and specific), and definite ones whose identities are so obvious because 

their referents are independent of the context or they are the unique objects based on 

the general knowledge of the world.  Therefore ko is labeled as anaphoric while na is 

labeled as nan-anaphoric.  

Moreover, analyzing ko as anaphoric can provide explanations for two 

phenomena.  First, the subjects in elicited sentences tend to be preceded by ko.  In 

discourse, subjects are most likely to be the old, given information.  The anaphoric 

usage of ko can offer such a property to a noun, which is previously mentioned in 

discourse.  Second, ko is reported to designate spatial/temporal distal nouns in 

Huang et al. (1998).  A discoursally remote entity is likely to be a temporally remote 

one since discourse develops with time.  Language is in the mind of the speakers 

used for communication and always in a certain context.  Even an elicited sentence 

without providing a context may reflect the actual usage in discourse in the speaker’s 

mind.  Therefore, discoursal information may not be discovered in a single elicited 

sentence until an examination of the real discourse is conducted. 
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In comparison with common nouns in other Formosan languages, referentiality is 

employed to make further distinction in Atayal (Huang et al. 1998), definiteness in 

Puyuma (Tan 1997), and referentiality, identifiability and distance in Tsou (Huang et 

al. 1998, Zeitoun 1992, 1993, 2000e).  Other Rukai dialects exhibit different 

contrasts as well: visible-invisible contrast in Budai (Huang et al. 1998), 

specific-non-specific contrast in Tanan (Li 1973), no distinction in Maga (Saillard 

1997), and no marking in Mantauran (Huang et al. 1998).  In this respect, Tona 

Rukai does not resemble the other members of the Rukai family. 

 

2.5  Obligatority or Optionality 

Li (1997a, 1997 b) reports that all the four case markers in Tona Rukai, ki, -an, 

ko and na, may sometimes be omitted except for ki and -an marking personal names.  

However, we found that ki and -an are also obligatory when marking kinship terms.  

That is, case markers for personal proper nouns cannot be omitted.  On the other 

hand, ko and na are optional except for na designating indefinite entities.  Consider 

the following examples: 

 
(33)a. w-a-sititi              ki/*Ø    takanaw   ipol-an 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  Nom/*Ø  Takanaw   Ipolo-Obl] 
 
   b. w-a-sititi              ki    takanaw   ipol-an/*ipolo 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  Nom  Takanaw   Ipolo-Obl/*Ipolo]  

 ‘Takanaw beats Ipolo.’                    (Tona Dictionary, < sititi>, p73) 
 
(34)a. … so   kagagooco-a       koa     ki/*Ø     titina  mya 
     [  just  Stat.NFin:pity-already 1S.Obl   Nom/*Ø   mother Dyn.Subj:so] 
     ‘… and my mother pitied me.’              (Tona Texts, 04-013-g, revised)  
 
   b. so  aa-a              mwa       dwavac-         mwa        
     [just Dyn.NFin:take-already Dyn.Subj:go Dyn.Subj:leave:Emph Dyn.Subj:go  
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naoay  takao-an-/*takaoo              pp… 
that     grandmother-Obl-Emph/*grandmother   Pepe] 
‘Then she took (her child) and went to Grandma Pepe…’ 

(Tona Texts, 04-004-e, revised)  
 

As shown in (33a-b) and (34a-b), case markers preceding/following personal names 

and kinship terms can not be omitted regardless of their syntactic roles such as 

nominative in (33a)/(34a) and oblique in (33b)/(34b). 

Case markers for common nouns (ko and na), however, exhibit different behavior.  

They can be often omitted when they designate definite nouns.  On the other hand, 

na preceding indefinite nouns, including specific and non-specific ones, must be 

present at all times.  See the following examples: 

 
(35)a. mapas-a       na/Ø    paosiam-ili    tabakaan 
     [Stat.Fin:ripe-already Nom/Ø   rice-1S.Gen   Tabakaane] 
     ‘My rice in Tabakaane is already ripe.’  
      
   b. no       kwan-ini          na  doo        ka  i-cl         ko  
     [when.Fut Dyn.Subj:eat-3S.Gen Obl cooked food  Top Neg-Dyn.NFin:see Obl  

co-coaw la   cl      ko/Ø   ki-kidii… 
Red-man then Dyn.NFin:see Obl/Ø  Red-spoon] 
‘When they ate, (they could) not see anyone, but (they could) see the spoons.’ 

   (Tona Texts, 03-005-f, revised) 
 
(36)a. w-a-kan-a               kak   na/*Ø   doo 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat-already 1S.Nom Obl/*Ø  cooked food] 
     ‘I have already eaten.’  
 
   b. a-no         mwa-iso          la   aokay        mosoa         
     [Top-when.Fut Dyn.Subj:go-2S.Gen then Dyn.NFin:come 2S.Obl      

na/*Ø  baa   avaia  mosoa  ka… 
Nom/*Ø enemy toward   2S.Obl Top] 
‘When you go (to the mountains) and enemies come toward you…’ 

(Tona Texts, 05-023-a, revised) 
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c. si   la  i-kay-a      na/*Ø   ng  i-paowa                  
     [and then at-this-already  Nom/*Ø stone   at-Caus:Dyn.NFin:go  

bk       na   toan 
Dyn.Subj:tie up Obl  red cloth] 
‘There was a stone tied up with a red cloth.’   (Tona Texts, 03-003-d, revised)  

 

In (35a-b), the noun phrases in boldface are definite because of the shared speech 

situation in (35a) and associated extra-linguistic contexts in (35b).  In these 

sentences, the case markers can be optional.  However, the case marker na in (36a-c) 

is obligatory when it precedes non-specific nouns as in (36a-b) or an indefinite but 

specific noun as in the existential sentence (36c). 

To sum up, the case markers for personal proper nouns ki and -an are obligatory.  

Those for common nouns vary according to the definiteness of their head nouns.  

The case markers preceding definite nouns can be optional while those preceding 

indefinite ones are obligatory.  The possibility to be omitted for the case markers of 

definite common nouns exhibits a similar behavior to the Hausa language.  As 

reported by Lyons (1999), the definite article in Hausa can be optional when the 

referent can be identified in the situational or discoursal conditions.  The presence or 

omission of the article, not fully predictable though, is argued by Jaggar (1985) to be 

largely associated with the accessibility of the referent.  The omission of the definite 

article suggests the largest accessibility in the texts.  Although the present study does 

not conduct statistical analysis in this respect, the noun-phrase arguments without case 

markers in the corpus examined are indeed easily accessible in the discourse as shown 

in (37a-c) below.  

 
(37)a. …“ii,   maimo       kak   bl-ili”… 
     [  Excl  Dyn.Fin:forget 1S.Nom jacket-1S.Gen] 
     ‘…“Aye! I forgot my jacket!”’                     (Tona Texts, 02-003-a) 
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   b. i-okono           bl-ini… 
     [Neg-Dyn.NFin:find jacket-3S.Gen] 
     ‘He could not find his jacket…’                    (Tona Texts, 02-003-c)  
 
   c. la   (a)a         oaa           bl()… 
     [then Dyn.NFin:take Dyn.Subj:take off jacket] 
     ‘Then (he) took off the jacket…’                   (Tona Texts, 02-005-a)  
 

Sentence (37a) describes what the main character thought in his mind.  His own 

jacket is certainly accessible for him in the real world.  Later in the discourse, the 

jacket was mentioned without any case marker as in (37a-c).  From the texts 

examined, accessibility for the hearer plays an important role in the omission of the 

common-noun case markers. 

The illustration above concerns the presence and absence of case markers in 

argument positions.  The following subsections will continue discussing this issue in 

four aspects: nominal predicate, coordination, topicalization and coreferential noun 

phrases. 

 

2.5.1 Nominal Predicate 

Like other Formosan languages, there are two sentence types in Tona: verbal and 

nominal.  In either type, the predicate appears in the sentence-initial position.  See 

the following examples: 

 
(38)a. w-a-kan-a               kak 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-eat-already  1S.Nom]  
     ‘I have already eaten.’  
 
   b. igan  kak 
     [Igeane  1S.Nom] 
     ‘I am Igeane.’  
 
   c. asa-doo-doo-an                  kini 

 [AgtNmz-Red-Dyn.NFin:cook-AgtNmz   3S.Nom] 
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 ‘He is a cook.’         (Tona Dictionary, <asa-…-an+Red>23, p.6, revised) 
 

As shown in (38a-c), wakan ‘eat’ in (38a) is the verbal predicate and igan 

‘personal name’ in (38b) and asadoodooan ‘cook’ in (38c) are nominal 

predicates. 

In some Formosan languages such as Puyuma (Tan 1997) and Amis (Wu 1995), 

nominal predicates are also preceded by case markers like arguments.  It can be 

noted that nominal predicates in Tona do not take any case markers no matter what 

kind of noun they belong to.  For example, the nominal predicate in (38b) is a 

personal proper noun and that in (38c) is a common noun.  Both of them are not 

preceded by case markers.  This feature in Tona resembles that in Maga Rukai 

(Saillard 1997), Haocha24 Rukai (Chen 1999), Mantauran Rukai (Zeitoun 1997c) and 

Kavalan (Chang 2000). 

 

2.5.2 Case Markers in Coordination 

Zeitoun (1995, 2003) has presented coordination of noun phrases in Tona and 

Maga Rukai as follows: (1) [N-Obl si N-Obl] NP for oblique personal proper nouns; (2) 

CM [N1 si N2]NP.  This section will repeat it in terms of case markers’ 

(non-)optionality.   

Section 2.5 demonstrates that case markers for personal proper names are 

obligatory.  However, they behave differently in coordination.  When two oblique 

personal proper nouns are coordinated, the oblique case marker -an is still obligatory 

for both nouns as in (39a-c).  

 
 
                                                 
23 This entry was misspelled as asa-…-an in the dictionary.  According to Dr. Zeitoun, a glottal stop 
should be at the beginning of this morpheme. 
24 Haocha is a dialectal variant of Budai Rukai. 
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(39)a. w-a-sititi              kak    ipol-an  si    takanav-an 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  1S.Nom  Ipolo-Obl  and  Takanaw-Obl] 
     ‘I bit Ipolo and takanaw.’ 
 
   b. *w-a-sititi             kak     ipol-an  si   takanaw 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  1S.Nom  Ipolo-Obl  and  Takanaw] 
 
   c. *w-a-sititi             kak    ipolo   si    takanav-an 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  1S.Nom  Ipolo   and  Takanaw-Obl] 
 

This feature is quite different from Mantauran Rukai, in which its oblique case cannot 

be marked on either patient noun but on the verb (Zeitoun 1997a).  On the contrary, 

the nominative case marker ki of the second noun is omitted as in (40a). 

 
(40)a. w-a-sititi              koa    ki    ipolo   si   takanaw 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  1S.Obl  Nom  Ipolo   and  Takanaw] 
     ‘Ipolo and Takanaw bit me.’ 
 
   b. ? w-a-sititi              koa    ki    ipolo  si   ki    takanaw 
      [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  1S.Obl  Nom  Ipolo  and  Nom  Takanaw] 
 

Although the presence of the second ki as in (40b) is understandable, native speakers 

will omit the second one in their spontaneous speaking.  

As for ko and na in coordinated noun phrases, they behave like ki.  In the 

previous section, it is noted that they can be optional.  When they are present in 

coordinated noun phrases, the case marker before the second noun is omitted as 

shown in (41a-b). 

 
(41)a. w-a-sititi            kak     na/ko  ao si  iaw 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat 1S.Nom  Obl    dog and cat]     (used most often) 
     ‘I bit a/the dog and a/the cat.’ 
 
   b. ? w-a-sititi            kak   na/ko ao  si  na/ko iaw 
     [ Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-beat 1S.Nom Obl   dog  and Obl  cat]  
 

The different behavior of -an from the other three case markers in coordination 
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shows that its ability of oblique designation can not go beyond words while the other 

three can.  That is the reason why -an is obligatory in the second coordinated noun 

but the others are omitted. 

 

2.5.3 Case Markers in Topicalized Noun Phrases 

Although Tona Rukai is a verb-initial language, a noun phrase can be extracted 

to the sentence-initial position with morphological marking to serve as the topic of the 

sentence.  When a noun phrase is topicalized, it is extracted to the beginning of the 

sentence, prefixed by a- and followed by ka as in (42a-b).  Sometimes, the prefix a- 

is absent as in (43a-b). 

 
(42) a. a-koay   aac-ini       valak-ini      ka   tanobak 
      [Top-that  name-3S.Gen  child-3S.Gen  Top  Tanobake] 
      ‘The name of his child is Tanobake.’               (Tona Texts, 03-002-c) 
 
    b. a-ki       isay   ka  (a)m-wa      taomoma  akamolo       si 
      [Top-Nom  Isay   Top  Dyn.NFin-go  field      Dyn.Subj:work  and] 
      ‘Isai went to the field to work.’                    (Tona Texts, 02-002-a) 
 
(43)a. kia  tiatina             ka  la    adivan       nakay   
     [that  middle-aged woman  Top then  Stat.NFin:worry  this     

valak-ini 
child-3S.Gen] 

     ‘That woman worried about her child.’              (Tona Tetxs, 07-003-a) 
 
   b. … si    koay  abayan  ko    aac-ia       ka  sakalikali 
     [  and  that    female    Nom  name-3S.Gen  Top  Sakalikali] 
     ‘…and the name of the woman was Sakalikali.’ (Tona Texts, 05-001-c, revised) 
 

Moreover, the case marker in a topic can sometimes be omitted together with the 

topic marker a- as shown in (44a-b). 

 
(44)a. Ø/a-koay   valak-ia     ka   sawalay 
     [Ø/Top-that   child-3S.Gen  Top  male ] 
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     ‘That child of his is a boy.’ 
 
   b. …a-ko     ac-ia        ka   mwakll    si  
     [  Top-Nom name-3S.Gen  Top  Mwakelele   and 
     Ø25/ a-ko/*a-Ø       pala-ia      ka   mwatainaaw… 
     Ø/ Top-Nom /*Top-Ø  spouse-3S.Gen  Top  Mwatainangeaw] 

     ‘…His spouse (wife) is called Mwatainangeaw…’     (Tona Texts, 04-001-a) 

 

However, when a- occurs, the case marker or demonstrative is obligatory as in (44b).  

This phenomenon shows that the topic marker a- is a prefix which must be attached to 

determiners such as case markers or demonstratives.  A topicalized ko in Li (1997a, 

1997b) can not be omitted.  Contradictorily, the present study finds that ko preceding 

a coordinated topic can be deleted together with a- as shown in (44b). 

Moreover, just like Mantauran Rukai (Zeitoun 1997a), only agents and definite 

patients can appear in the topic position.  The topics in (42)~(44) all serve as the 

agents or can be the subjects in their non-topicalized counterparts.  Definite 

patients/objects can be also topicalized as shown in (45a-a’) below.  However, an 

indefinite patient/object as in (45b) or a generic patient as in (45c) is not allowed in 

the topic position.  In fact, the nouns preceded by na never appears in the topic 

position in the Tona Texts. 

 
(45)a. a-koay   bbk  ka   madalam   kak 
     [Top-Obl  pig       Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom] 
     ‘That pig, I like.’ 
    
   a’. a-ki      ipolo  ka   madalam    kak    nian 
     [Top-Nom  Ipolo  Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  3S.Obl] 
     ‘Ipolo, I like her.’    
 
    

b.* a-na     bbk  ka   madalam    kak 
     [Top-Obl  pig       Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom]  

                                                 
25 In The Tona Texts, no marker is recorded before pala-ia ‘his wife’. 
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     ‘A pig, I like it.’     
                    
   c.? a-na     bk26  ka   madalam   kak 
     [Top-Obl  pig      Top  Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom] 
     ‘Pigs, I like them.’ 

 

2.5.4 Case Markers in Coreferential Noun Phrases  

When a noun phrase is cross-referenced with a genitive pronoun on a verb27, the 

case marker tends not to be omitted as shown in (46a-b): 

 
(46)a. …“am-wa-ia         ko/?Ø  baa-iso?”… 

 [  Dyn.Fin-go-3S.Gen  Nom   belly-2S.Gen ] 
 ‘… “Have you given birth already?”’ (literal: Where has your belly gone?) 

                                                  (Tona Texts, 04-006-c) 
     
   b. koay  moasaka-o-osa   ka   la    m             koay  
     [that   ordinal-Red-two    Top  then  Dyn.NFin:despise  that  
     aa-ini               ko/*Ø    soa-ni … 
     Dyn.NFin:take-3S.Gen  Gen      companion-3S.Gen …] 

‘The second (young man) despised what (ie. the stone) his companion had 
brought back…’                          (Tona Texts, 12-014-a, revised) 

 

Example (46a) is the other circumstance reported in Li (1997a, 1997b), where ko 

cannot be omitted when the noun phrase (the subject) agrees with the predicate.  The 

data examined roughly confirms Li’s analysis.  There are indeed no instances where 

ko is deleted in such circumstances.  In Li (1997a), such a noun phrase is treated as 

the subject.  Yet, this study analyzes it as a cross-referenced noun phrase because 

such a noun phrase is not necessary in the same construction as shown in (47a-b): 

 
 

                                                 
26 In Ms. Tian’s speech, a bare noun like bk in (45c) is interpreted to be generic while a 
reduplicated form such as bbk in (45b) refers to an individual.  This morphological difference is 
speaker-specific. 
27 Regarding the construction of (46a), please refer to Section 3.7.2.  A genitive pronoun can be 
attached to a matrix verb to form an interrogative sentence. 
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(47)a. …amwa-imo         ssan?… 
     [  Dyn.Fin:go-2P.Gen  today ] 
     ‘… Where did you go today?…’                    (Tona Texts, 05-017-a) 
     
   b. …“y-a-ka-ia?”… 
     [  at-Real-this-3P.Gen]  
     ‘… “Where (are they)?”…’                       (Tona Texts, 05-003-b) 
 

However, when a noun phrase is coreferential to another noun phrase, the case 

marker is not needed.  In (48), the personal name kalikali refers to its previous noun 

phrase kia pala-ia.  It is used as an address form without ki here. 

 

(48) la    ti-apoy     moananavan        kia pala-ia       *ki/Ø 

[then  make-fire  Dyn.Subj:continuously  that spouse-3S.Gen  *Nom/Ø 
kalikali  si   “ko-iboo                ti-apoy” 
Kalikali  and  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:quickly  make-fire ] 
‘Then his wife Kalikali made a fire attentively, (and she thought) “I am going to 
hurry to make a fire.”’                             (Tona Text, 05-024-c) 

 

The following table summarizes the obligatory/optional presence of case markers 

discussed so far. 

 
Table 2.3 Obligatory or optional presence of case markers 

Case markers Canonical distribution Exception 

ki, -an Obligatory 

1. absent before nominal predicates 
2. ki: omitted in the second 

coordinated noun phrase 
3. ki: absent when being 

co-referential with another noun 
phrase in the same clause 

na, ko Optional 

1. referring to generic nouns 
2.  in Topic noun phrase with the 

topic marker a- 
3. cross-referenced with genitive 

pronouns on verbs 
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2.6  Word Order 

In the texts, the word order is not fixed regarding the two noun phrases marked 

by nominative and oblique case markers as reported by Li (1997a).  Although most 

of the time the noun phrases in the nominative case precede those in the oblique case 

as given in (49a), the reverse order is also acceptable as shown in (49b). 

 
(49)a. w-a-aba                       ki    titina    na   valavalak 

 [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-carry (on back)  Nom  mother  Obl  child] 
 ‘The mother carried a/the child on her back.’    (Tona Dictionary, <aba>, p.1) 
 

   b. w-a-aba                       na   valavalak  ki   titina 
 [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-carry (on back)  Obl  child      Nom  mother ] 

     ‘The mother carried a/the child on her back.’ 
(Tona Dictionary, <w->, p.88, revised) 

 

The order of three noun phrase arguments is also free as shown in (50a-f), which 

has not been mentioned in previous studies. 

 
(50)a. w-a-baay             ki   igan  na  bk  laoc-an    (better) 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-give  Nom Igeane    Obl pig     Laoco-Obl ] 
     ‘Igeane gave Laoco a pig.’ 

 
   b. w-a-baay   na  bk  laoc-an  ki   igan  (better) 
 
   c. w-a-baay   laoc-an  ki   igan  na  bk 
 
   d. w-a-baay   laoc-an  na  bk   ki  igan 
 
   e. w-a-baay   ki  igan  laoc-an  na  bk 
 
   f. w-a-baay   na  bk  ki   igan  laoc-an 
 

Examples (50a-f) show that the direct object na bk ‘a pig’ of the ditransitive verb 

wabaay ‘give’ can either follow or precede the indirect object laoc-an ‘Laoco-Obl’.  

The order of the nominative NP and two oblique NPs is completely free as well.  

Any of the six possible orders can be accepted in the language structure.  However, 
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(50a) and (50b) appear to be better than the others.  From these two sentences, it can 

be observed that the subject prefers not to appear between the two objects, either 

preceding or following them.  The ordering of the two objects prefers direct-indirect 

(patient-recipient). 

However, if nominative and oblique case markers are identical in form, the 

common interpretation is to regard the former noun phrase as nominative and the 

latter as oblique as shown in (51a-b)28.  

 

(51)a. w-a-salaaa            na   ao  na   valavalak 

     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase  Nom dog  Obl  child] 
     ‘A dog chased a child.’          (Tona Dictionary, < salaaa>, p.69, revised) 
                                                           
   b. w-a-salaaa            na   valavalak  na  ao 
     [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase  Nom child      Obl dog ] 
     ‘A child chased a dog.’                 (Tona Dictionary, < salaaa>, p.69) 
 

This exception in free word order indicates that the grammatical roles of noun 

phrases can be shown in word order when case markers fail to serve their function of 

designating grammatical relation.  Such a phenomenon is similar to another Rukai 

dialect, Maga, where the word order (VSO) can show grammatical relations when all 

the arguments belong to non-human common nouns, which are not preceded by any 

case markers. (Saillard 1997)  Word order in Puyuma, for instance, also serves 

                                                 
28 While na can precede both of the two arguments, ko can not precede them at the same time as shown 
in the following sentence. 

(i)* w-a-salaaa            ko    ao  ko   valavalak 
    [Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-chase  Nom  dog  Obl  child] 
In addition, although sentences (51a-b) have been checked with two more native speakers, one of 

our consultants, Ms. Tian, did not accept such sentences with two identical case markers before two 
arguments.  She substituted ko for na in nominative case as in the following. 

(ii) w-a-salaaa         na   valavalak  ko    ao 
[Act.Dyn.Fin-chase  Obl  child       Nom  dog] 
‘The dog chased a child.’ 

This disagreement suggests the tendency to use ko as the nominative case, which has been mentioned 
in the previous section on their syntactic function.  This tendency may be explained with the 
definiteness feature that ko denotes in discourse since subjects in discourse are usually well-established 
old information. 
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similar functions to distinguish case relations when the case marking system fails to 

do so. (Tan 1997) 

In complex noun phrases with modifiers, the word order of the modifier and the 

head noun is free as well.  In Tona Rukai, the modifiers are in the same forms as 

finite verbs and usually are preceded by case markers.  See the following examples. 

 
(52)a. la    pa-owa         dokipi         na   solat  na  maoliipisi…. 
     [ then Caus-Dyn.NFin:go Dyn.Subj:stick  Obl  paper  Lig  Stat.Fin:thin] 
     ‘Then he stuck a thin piece of paper…’              (Tona Texts, 10-007-d) 
      
   a’. (CM)-N-na-M, na-N-M 

na/ko/Ø  solat  na/Ø  maoliipisi   (except for * ko solat maoliipisi  
[Obl     paper  Lig   Stat.Fin:thin]  and *solat maoliipisi) 

    
   a’’.*solat  maoliipisi;   *na/ko/Ø  solat  ko  maoliipisi 
      [paper  Stat.Fin:thin]  [Obl      paper  Lig  Stat.Fin:thin] 
 
   b. …no-pakacg        mya-(i)ni           mwa  
     [ will-Stat.NFin:lucky   Dyn.Subj:so-3S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:go 

na   maagii      na   akadaan … 
Obl  Stat.Fin:good  Lig   household] 
‘…Will she be lucky to marry into a good family?...’   (Tona Texts, 07-003-c)  
 

  b’. (na)-M-na-N, M-N 
 na/Ø  maagii       na/Ø  akadaan  

     [Obl   Stat.Fin:good  Lig   household] 
(except for ?na maagii akadaan) 

   
   b’’.* na/Ø   maagii       ko   akadaan 
       [Obl   Stat.Fin:good   Lig  household] 
 
   c. M-ka-N 

madalam    kak     naoay  sakoaaaaw-a  ka  daan29 
     [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  that    Stat.Fin:wide-Sup  Lig  house] 
     ‘I like that wide house.’ 
    

                                                 
29 Case markers ko and na are not allowed to precede the pattern “M ka N”.  Therefore, the 
demonstrative naoay in this sentence is analyzed as a pronoun rather than the determiner of this noun 
phrase.  The NP sakoaaaaw-a ka daan functions as an appositive object. 
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As shown above, modifiers can follow head nouns as in (52a-a’), or precede head 

nouns as in (52b-b’).  However, when the modifier and the head noun are linked by 

ka, the modifier must precede the head noun and no case marker is needed before the 

head as in (52c).  Two more points need to be noticed.  First, case markers 

preceding modifiers and head nouns can be optional as in (52a’) but they cannot be 

omitted at the same time when the head noun precedes the modifier as in (52a’’).  

Second, ko can not appear between modifiers and head nouns as shown in (52a’’) and 

(52b’’).  In the previous discussion, ko carries an identification function.  It can 

occur in the first position of the complex noun phrase to identify the complex NP as a 

whole but not inside the phrase.  Besides, the fact that na can appear between a 

modifier and a head noun but ko is forbidden suggests that na may not function as a 

case marker but a linker in complex NPs.  If compared with the distribution of 

nominal complements in possessive noun phrases, where the modifier must follow the 

head, verbal complements enjoy more freedom because they can either follow or 

precede the head. 

 

2.7  Overlapped Use of Case Markers in Human Nouns 

The sets of case markers in Table 2.2 are not so clear-cut sometimes.  In the 

texts examined, human nouns other than personal names appear to take both sets of 

markers for personal proper nouns (ki, -an) and common nouns (na, ko).  Examples 

(53a-b) show that kinship terms may be marked by both na (for common noun) and 

-an (oblique for personal proper nouns).  Examples (54a-b) show that other human 

nouns can also take both ko (for common nouns) and ki (nominative for personal 

proper nouns). 
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(53)a. la   i-kay  na    la-maa-tina 
     [then at-this  Nom  plur-Rec-mother ]   
     ‘There were a mother and her daughter’              (Tona Texts, 07-002-b)  
 
   b. si   kia  tiatina            ka  la  davac        oooo  
     [and that   middle-aged woman Top then Dyn.NFin:leave Dyn.Subj:push 
     pa-siow  ian  vala-valak  la-maa-tak-an 

 Caus-first 3S.Obl Red-child    plur-Rec-elder sibling-Obl ] 
     ‘Then the mother left, pushing her children (brother and sister) ahead.’ 
                                                  (Tona Texts, 05-004-c) 
 
(54)a. la    oao               maoyaya       ko    kaol-ini 
     [then  Dyn.NFin:draw water  Dyn.Subj:in turn  Nom  commoner-3S.Gen  
     ko   lali-li-ni                 koay  maaka-aba-aba-aba-a 
     Nom  female friend-Red-3S.Gen  that    all-Red-Red-young man-Sup] 
     ‘The servants, her friends and all the young men went to draw water in turn.’  
                                            (Tona Texts, 04-015-d, revised) 
 
   b. la    i-kay   ian   ki    lali-a               ogolo 
     [then  at-this   3S.Obl  Nom  female friend-3S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:surround 
     pa-ogolo               ian   si 
     Caus-Dyn.NFin:surround  3S.Obl  and] 
     ‘Then her friends surrounded her there.’             (Tona Texts, 04-010-e) 
 

This overlap of both sets of case markers can be explained in terms of pragmatics.  

By definition, a proper noun always refers to the same individuals in each context.  

Any change of nouns toward or away from this identifying function will trigger the 

use of a different set of markers.  First, the kinship term (semantically proper nouns) 

in (53a) above is transformed into a common noun ‘mother and daughter’.  It 

appears in the beginning of the story and its identification has not been established.  

Therefore, it takes the marker na, which is for common nouns.  Second, the common 

nouns in (54b) above and (55) below may take markers ki and -an (usually for 

proper nouns) because they always refer to the same individuals in the story and 

behave like proper nouns.  Now, consider more examples below. 
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(55)a. madalam    ki    laopa30 nakay  aa-ili                
     [Stat.Fin:like  Nom  boss     this   Dyn.NFin:take-1S.Gen   
     taomomo  alapi mya  
     big       stone Dyn.Subj:so] 
     ‘(He thought,) the boss likes the (big) stone I have brought back.’ 
                                                  (Tona Texts, 12-015-d) 
 
   b. madalam   kimad   na  titini  modoa 
     [Stat.Fin:like Imprs.Nom Obl mother Imprs.Obl] 
     ‘One loves one’s mother.’ 
 
(56)a. pa-molisi          kak   la-vala-valak-an    ko   payso 
     [Caus-Dyn.NFin:lose 1S.Nom plur-Red-child-Obl   Obl  money] 
     ‘I made the children (of my own or my relative’s) lose money.’ 

(Tona Dictionary, <molisi>, p.48, revised) 
  
   b. … pa-owa-iso               ko   vala-vala-valak… 
     [  Caus-Dyn.NFin:go-2S.Gen  Obl  Red-Red-child ] 
     ‘…Where did you make children go?…’             (Tona Texts, 05-017-a) 
 

The common noun laopa ‘boss’ in (55a) is the main character in the story.  

Whenever it is uttered by the narrator or other characters, it always refers to the same 

person.  Interestingly, it is either marked by ki or unmarked31 but never takes na or 

ko in the following discourse.  In (55b), the kinship term titini modoa refers to 

anyone’s mother.  The impersonal pronoun reduces the uniqueness of the kinship 

term.  Therefore, this non-specific kinship term is preceded by the common noun 

case marker na.  Similarly, the common noun valak ‘child’ is preceded by na or ko 

in the data most often but in (56a) it is marked by -an.  Quite a few examples like 

this in the Tona Dictionary show that valak taking case markers for personal proper 
                                                 
30 The word laopa ‘boss’ is a loan word from Mandarin.  It is treated as a common noun because it 
is found in an existential sentence and preceded by na, the case marker for common nouns.  See the 
following example. 
(i) ami         nakay  y-a-kay   na  laopa 

[Dyn.Fin:so  this    at-Real-this Nom boss] 
‘It goes like this: there was a boss.’                          (Tona Texts, 12-002-a, revised) 

31 When rechecked with the consultants, these unmarked laopas are preferred to have ki preceding 
them. 
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nouns refers to the children of one’s OWN or one’s relatives.  Whenever one talks 

about one’s own children, they are definitely the same ones for the speaker.  

However, this usage is not obligatory.  In (56b), the character was talking with his 

wife about his own children, who were lost at that moment.  The speaker chose 

another marker ko to emphasize the effort to access them due to their current absence 

instead of -an to focus on their uniqueness. 

During our field trips, we found that human nouns concerning interpersonal 

relationships are often marked by personal proper-noun case markers, ki or -an.  

Such nouns as lali ‘female friend’ and sinsi ‘teacher’ are often preceded by ki in 

elicited sentences even outside a context as shown in (57) below. 

 
(57) w-a-sititi          naoay  vala-valak-ini     ki    lali-ta 

[Dyn.Fin-Real-beat  that    Red-child-3S.Gen  Gen  female friend-1PI.Gen 
ki    takanaw 

    Nom  Takanaw] 
    ‘Takanaw beat the children of our friends.’ 
 

It can be explained that the interpersonal relationship is fixed in any contexts for the 

speaker.  Therefore, the speaker treats such nouns as proper nouns, which always 

refer to the same individual in his world. 

 

2.8  Case Markers in Nominalization 

A derived noun is just like a common noun, which can be preceded by the case 

markers ko and na.  In (58a), the meaning of sapaysoysoan is ‘rich’, which is 

derived from payso ‘money’ circumfixed with sa-…-an ‘a lot’.  Such a process can 

be viewed as a kind of nominalization, by which a noun turns into another abstract 

noun as can be found in another Rukai dialect Mantauran (Zeitoun 2002:261).  When 

the nominalized noun is preceded by na as in (58b), it indicates a generic reading, 
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referring to concrete entities.  The instrument-nominalized one in (58c) is preceded 

by ko or na, serving as a cause. 

 
(58)a. madalam    kak     sa-paysoyso-an 
     [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  a lot-money:Red-a lot] 
     ‘I’d like to be rich.’ 
  
   b. madalam    kak     na   sa-paysoyso-an 
     [Stat.Fin:like  1S.Nom  Obl  a lot-money:Red-a lot] 
     ‘I like rich people.’   
 
   c. i-igoo             kak    apo-baka     ko/na  
     [Neg-Dyn.NFin:know 1S.Nom  come out-word Obl    

sa-akolo-ili 
InstNmz-frighten-1S.Gen] 

     ‘I don’t know how to speak because of fear.’  
 

Like Mayrinax Atayal (Huang 2002) and Pazih (Li 2002), case markers are also 

used in clausal nominalization in Tona Rukai.  As shown in (59a-d), the boldfaced 

clauses can be preceded by either na or ko.  

 
(59)a. wa-la,           siama-mo    w-a-kla               komo 
     [come:Imp-already  since-2P.Gen  Act.Dyn.Fin-Real-arrive  2P.Nom 

wamc        na   aa-imo              ka   mwa 
Dyn.Subj:bring  Obl  Dyn.NFin:take-2P.Gen  Top  Dyn.Subj:go:Imp 
idii          i-kay  ko   aa-imo… 
Dyn.Subj:stand  at-this  Obl  Dyn.NFin:take-2P.Gen ] 

     ‘Come!  Since you have arrived bringing what you have gotten (ie. your 
stones), go to stand by your stones…’               (Tona Texts, 12-012-b) 

 
   b. la   aokay         kia  siaow-a,  “y-a-kay    ko  aa-so ?”… 
     [then Dyn.NFin:come  that  first-Sup   at-Real-this  Nom Dyn.NFin:take ] 
     ‘Then the first one came.  (The boss asked him:) “Where is (the stone) you’ve 

got?”’                                (Tona Texts, 12-013-a, revised) 
 
   c. … si  i-igoo             kikay  valak-ili      ko   kim-ini 

 [ and  Neg-Dyn.NFin:know  this   child-1S.Gen  Obl  heart-3S.Gen 
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ko   ko-wa              sapalaan  moan  yan-ini     moan 
 Obl  1S.Nom-Dyn.NFin:go  marry       2P.Obl  so-3S.Gen  2S.Obl] 

‘But among you three, my daughter does not know, “Which one among you 
three do I want to marry?”’                 (Tona Texts, 10-012-f, revised)  

 
   d. no        i-kay  na   madalam    nian   ka    
     [when.Fut  at-this  Nom  Stat.Fin:love  3S.Obl  Top   
     no-pakacg       mya-(i)ni           mwa        na   maagii        
     will-Stat.NFin:lucky Dyn.Subj:so-3S.Gen  Dyn.Subj:go  Obl  Stat.Fin:good   

na   akadaan?,… 
Obl  household ] 

     ‘If there is someone who loves her, will she be lucky to marry into a good 
family?…’                                     (Tona Texts, 07-003-c) 

 

The referents these clauses represent may be the patients/objects inside the clauses as 

in (59a-c) or the agents/subjects as in (59d).  By expanding Comrie and Thompson’s 

definition on lexical nominalization (1985:351-55) to the clause level, (59a-c) can be 

viewed as objective nominalization, which designates ‘the object of an action’, and 

(59d) can be viewed as agentive nominalization, which designates ‘the one which 

“verbs”’.  In the main clauses, these clauses can serve various semantic roles such as 

the patient participant in (59a, the former one) and (59c), the location in (59a, the 

latter one), the theme in the locative sentence in (59b), and the theme in the existential 

sentence in (59d).  Notice that the agent in an objective-nominalized clause is 

manifested by a genitive pronoun as in (59a) and the verb inside the clause is 

non-finite.  On the other hand, the verb form in an agentive-nominalized clause such 

as (59d) is finite, the same as that in the main clause.  From the illustration above, it 

can be noted that the case markers ko and na precede not only nominalized nouns but 

also nominalized clauses. 
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2.9 Summary 

This chapter examines several aspects concerning case markers in Tona Rukai.   

First, Section 2.1 reviews previous studies on case markers in Tona Rukai including 

Zeitoun (1995, 2003), Li (1997a, 1997b) and Huang et al. (1998).  Section 2.2 

proposes a modified nominal case marking system of Tona Rukai.  It has four case 

markers, ki, -an, ko and na.  Semantically, they make a distinction between personal 

proper nouns (marked by ki and -an) and common nouns (marked by ko and na) as 

most Formosan languages.  The case markers for personal proper nouns make 

further distinction in case: ki for the nominative/genitive case and -an for the oblique 

case while the case distinction of the markers for common nouns has been neutralized 

but they indicate an anaphoric vs. non-anaphoric contrast (ko vs. na) in referent 

identification.  

Section 2.3 illustrates the canonical semantic properties and syntactic roles of 

nouns designated by the four case markers respectively.  Section 2.4 discusses the 

distinction between ko and na.  Counterexamples are discussed to argue against the 

proximal-distal contrast reported in Huang et al. (1998).  This study proposes an 

anaphoric vs. non-anaphoric contrast based on the comparison of the structures 

between locative constructions and existential constructions and the referents of the 

NPs preceded by ko and na in the texts examined.  It is found that ko designates 

entities mentioned in previous discourse while na covers a wider usage to refer to 

both indefinite and definite entities. 

Section 2.5 discusses the obligatory or optional presence of case markers.  Case 

markers do not appear in nominal predicates.  Generally speaking, case markers for 

personal proper nouns are obligatory.  As for common nouns, definiteness plays an 

important role in their obligatority.  The case markers preceding definite entities can 

be optional whereas those preceding indefinite ones are required.  However, some 
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exceptions can also be found in different constructions.  For example, ki is omitted 

before the second coordinated noun.  It is also absent before an appositive noun.  

On the other hand, ko and na (or demonstratives) are required when the topic marker 

a- occurs.  Besides, they tend to appear if they co-refer with the genitive pronouns 

attached to the verbs. 

Section 2.6 presents the word order of nominative and oblique noun phrases, and 

the order inside complex noun phrases as well.  Basically, the word order of the 

nominal arguments is free unless the case markers fail to distinguish their syntactic 

roles.  In such a situation, a fixed word order appears to be VSO.  In complex noun 

phrases, the head noun can either precede or follow a verbal modifier preceded by a 

case marker.  However, ko can not occur between the head and the modifier but na 

can.  This suggests that na serves as a ligature in such a noun phrase.  In addition, if 

the ligature ka is used between the head noun and the modifier, the modifier must 

precede the head noun and the head noun does not allow a case marker. 

Section 2.7 demonstrates the overlapped use of the two sets of case markers in 

human nouns, which may be triggered by pragmatic factors.  Kinship terms prefixed 

by the morpheme la-maa- ‘plural-reciprocal’ can refer to kinship relation if marked 

by ki/ -an or refer to common human nouns if preceded by na/ko.  Likewise, other 

human nouns, which would take na or ko most often, can be marked by ki or -an for 

personal proper nouns.  In such a situation, they carry the characteristics of proper 

nouns, referring to the same individual, but the contexts are confined to a story, or the 

speaker’s interpersonal world.  Such overlapped use demonstrates that the semantic 

properties of the nouns can be changed by different sets of case markers. 

Section 2.8 discusses the function of case markers in nominalization.  Case 

markers ko and na can change an abstract noun derived from nominalization into a 

concrete one.  They are also used in agentive and objective nominalization in clauses 
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to designate the arguments of verbs. 
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